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Outline
 IAEA support to newcomer countries, including on financing
 Recent studies and publications
 Climate urgency: IAEA at COP26, importance of nuclear energy in the
transition towards net zero economies
 Towards a more active role of governments?
 Financing new projects
 Accelerating innovation – demonstration and commercialization of advanced reactors
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IAEA support to newcomer countries
 IAEA’s Milestones approach
 Funding and Financing aspects are well
identified in the Milestones approach.
 They are one of the most pressing
questions that embarking countries have.
 IAEA is providing regular updates to MS on
various financial approaches and
mechanisms (workshops, TM, CRPs, etc)
 No universal solution exists, but IAEA able
to share experience between MS
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Recent studies and publications (1)
Specific sessions / chapters
dedicated to financing
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Recent studies and publications (2)

Various models exist, however a strong involvement of host and
vendor Governments is essential in any newbuild project.
Liberalized electricity markets do not provide market signals for long
term investment. Mechanisms to mitigate market risks are
essential (PPA, FIT, CfD)
Construction risks remain a major challenge in many NPP projects
Climate change and mitigation of CO2 emissions are key drivers for
development of nuclear. Access to green/climate financing is
essential to scale up nuclear deployment to the level needed to
achieve climate goals.

From M. Cometto, IAEA-EDF school presentation, 2020
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Role of nuclear in the transition to NZ?
 Nuclear tomorrow?
 What role for nuclear energy in the transitions to clean energy systems?
(renewables, CCS, hydrogen…) – electricity and beyond electricity
 What do “Net Zero” emission targets mean for nuclear power? What
policies to support the development of nuclear power?
 How can nuclear energy help displace coal and other fossil fuels?
 Does investing in nuclear projects make sense for the post-Covid
recovery and the clean energy transitions?

(access to)
financing =
key enabler
of future
investments
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Nuclear Energy tomorrow?


IAEA projections (high case): doubling of capacity and generation by 2050






Based on existing and anticipated plans – essentially large reactors – for electricity production
LTO but also an ambitious newbuild programme – about 550 GW of new nuclear by 2050
1st time in one decade high case projections are revised upwards (one-off or start of trend?)

Higher capacity projections can be anticipated if nuclear can take larger % of other energy
markets (H2, heat, etc) to meet NZ objectives (advanced reactors, including SMRs)

X
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Nuclear Energy for a Net Zero World

https://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/21/10/nuclear-energy-for-a-net-zero-world.pdf
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High level endorsement

Jean-François Tremblay,
Deputy Minister of Natural
Resources

Michal Kurtyka, (former)
Minister of Climate and
Environment

ZHANG Kejian, Chairman,
China Atomic Energy
Authority

Riku Huttunen, DG Energy,
Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Employment

Ruslan Edelgeriev, Special Presidential
Representative on Climate Issues and
Adviser to the President

Jean-Yves Le Drian, Minister for
Europe and Foreign Affairs

Greg Hands, Minister of State
for Energy, Clean Growth and
Climate Change

John Kerry, Special
Presidential Envoy for
Climate

KAJIYAMA Hiroshi, (former)
Minister of Economy, Trade
and Industry

Rafael Mariano Grossi
Director General, IAEA
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Nuclear Energy for a Net Zero World:
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Nuclear Energy for a Net Zero World:
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IAEA Event “Nuclear Innovation for a Net Zero World” on
Energy Day (4 Nov)
Raising awareness, sharing ambitions
-

High level part (Ministers, Industry leaders)

-

Technical panels including:
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Take aways
- Less than 30 years to reach net zero and ensure global
warming limited to 1.5°C: all low C technologies are needed,
on a massive scale
- Nuclear has unique attributes to play a major role in the
transition to Net Zero (only technology that can provide at
scale low C electricity, heat and hydrogen)
-

Ambitious newbuild programmes are needed – de-risking nuclear
investments to attract investors / financing  governments have a key role
to play

-

For nuclear to fulfill its full role (i.e., beyond electricity), technical
innovation is needed to advance design and demonstration of advanced
reactor technologies  Government support is also needed.

- Changes in the policy space are needed to support nuclear (to
recognize value in energy markets, to support financing of
projects)  Level playing field for all low C technologies
- Nuclear much more visible at COP, including from
governments – a sign of change?
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